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Summary 

 The article analyses order of 

organizing and doing ecological 

expertise in the process of radiation 

influence on human health and natural 

environment. The article, also, studies 

comparatively norms of law documents 

in the field of ecological expertise. By 

this article, the most important sides of 

ecological expertise in defining the level 

of pollution by the influence of natural 

environment radiation are opened. 
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Modern technics and technology, wide 

implementation of science improvements 

into production in some cases negative 

conditions that can damage human 

health and natural environment, for 

example, forms the matter of defining 

radiation influence. In this case, it is 

important to increase the role of 

ecological expertise. Because of the 

increasing radiational pollution of human 

health and natural environment, there 

can be no doubt of the necessity of 

increasing the role of ecological 

expertise in assessing the influence. 

Because, ecological expertise is one of 

the effective instruments of providing 

protection population and natural 

environment from negative influence of 

radiation.  

It should be noted that, every 

branch, for example, human health and 

natural environment from radiation 
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influence, in this case, also in the branch 

of doing ecological expertise, it is 

expedient to indicate definite legality 

mechanisms to make legal order certain 

relations. As the first President of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan I.A.Karimov 

noted: “Unfortunately, in most cases, we 

put later accepting legal mechanisms 

which show in what conditions and how 

to use indicated norms correspond to 

these laws, saying simply, documents 

which define mechanisms of doing 

accepted laws”[1]. 

It is known that the relations 

connected to doing ecological expertise 

in our country is ordered according to 

the law “About ecological expertise” of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan which was 

accepted on May 25, 2000. According to 

the 1-article of the law, “we understand 

ecological expertise as indicating 

planned or doing farm and another 

activity correspond to ecological orders, 

possibility of making true the object of 

ecological expertise” [2. 173-178-pages].  

Because of the fact that any farm 

and another activity, which ecological 

expertise is planned, is based on 

tendency of presumption of possible 

ecological danger, if the matters of 

protecting land and other resources from 

damaging influence of radioactive 

pollution in projects, materials and other 

documents which are the objects of the 

state ecological expertise were seen, 

assessing production of actions about 

protecting them and their condition are 

done taking into consideration the results 

of these kinds of expertise. 

Therefore, abilities of conforming 

appropriate safety norms in production 

of kinds of ecological expertise objects 

and providing undustrial safety should 

be seen. There must be positive 

conclusion of the expertise of project 

documents industry safety to build, 

enlarge, reconstruct, equip in a technical 

way, conservation and completing of 

dangerous production object [3]. 

It is not allowed to go away from 

the project documents in the process of 

building, enlarging, reconstructing, 

equipping in a technical way, 

conservationing and completing of 

dangerous production object. It must be 

carried out in the expertise of industry 

safety to change building, enlarging, 

reconstructing, equipping in a technical 
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way, conservationing and completing of 

dangerous production object. 

Organizations, which did project 

documents, do the authorized control in 

the process of building, enlarging, 

reconstructing, equipping in a technical 

way, conservationing and completing of 

dangerous production object     in an 

indicated order.  

It is carried out in an indicated 

order to accept for using the object of 

dangerous production. In the process of 

accepting to use the object of dangerous 

production, the conformation of 

dangerous production object to project 

documents, using dangerous production 

object, not to set widening of caution in 

dangerous production object by 

organization and readiness to the 

activities of destroying its results are 

checked (8-article) [4]. 

So, the aim of ecological expertise is to 

achieve the condition of ecological 

safety. “Protection condition” from the 

influence of important benefit’s farming 

and another kind of activity, unusual 

situations and protection from them is 

understood [5. 204-212- pages]. In this 

definition external objects in natural 

characterization are shown separately 

and having quality as the factor 

population’s safe life activity is ordered.  

The law “About ecological 

expertise” is the document for preparing 

and carrying ecological expertise about 

defining all kinds of activities suitable to 

ecological safety orders and orders of 

providing radiation safety [6]. 

According to this result we show 

separately other kinds of state ecological 

expertise in the structure of public 

ecological expertise. In this, of course, 

general notions about social ecological 

expertise of protecting human health and 

natural environment are saved as the 

form of citizens’ and social 

organization’s participation in doing 

state ecolocigal policy.  

In the present legality about 

protecting nature the following kinds of 

state ecological expertise are mentioned: 

a) general ecolgical expertise; 

b) expertise of providing 

population’s radiation safety in 

using atomic energy; 

c) medical-epidemiological 

expertise of products, works 

and services in the field of 
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protecting human health and 

environment; 

d) production safety expertise of 

dangerous industry objects; 

e) architecture-construction 

expertise in the field of city 

construction. 

State expertises which given in the 

field of protecting natural environment 

are based to the rules of the law “About 

sanitary-epidemiological peace of 

population” [7] of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan and City codex of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan [8]. 

It is known that state ecological 

expertise is important in providing 

ecological safety, especially, radiation 

safety. Ecological expertise means the 

importance of saving natural 

environment steadiness as the structural 

part of ecological legal mechanism, 

efficiently and productively using natural 

resources, providing population’s 

ecological safety.  

According to the law “About 

radiation safety” of the Republic of 

Uzbekistan objects of using ionizing 

radiation resources must be carried from 

ecological, radiation-hygiene and 

technical expertise in an indicated order 

of law documents [9]. 

According to the 3-article of the 

law “About ecological expertise” of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan ecological 

expertise is carried out in the following 

aims: defining suitability to ecological 

orders in stages before accepting 

decision about planned farm or doing 

another activity; if planned or doing farm 

or another activity can negatively affect 

to the condition of natural environment 

and citizens’ health, defining ecological 

dangerous level of these activities; 

defining enough and basic actions about 

protecting natural environment and 

wisely using natural resources. 

State ecological expertise is 

important in ordering radiation and 

ecological safety, if negative conclusion 

is given about the object, the activity of 

the object can be cancelled. State 

ecological expertise takes separate 

possession in the system of ecological 

expertise and services for providing 

ecological safety. 

State expertise of the objects using 

ionizing radiation resources is a 

structural part of ecological expertise. 
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State expertise of the object of using 

ionizing radiation resources is done 

according to the law “About radiation 

safety”. It is written in 9-article of the 

law that: “Objects of using ionizing 

radiation resources must be carried state 

ecological, radiation-hygiene and 

technical expertise in an indicated 

order”. 

In one hand it seems that the 

above shown legal norm fully orders 

legal types of state expertise of objects 

of using ionizing radiation resources. But 

there is some indefiniteness in this legal 

norm; in the article it is not shown doing 

state expertise of the objects using 

ionizing radiation resources in 

participation which organization, what 

kind of person in what position, in what 

order. The rule “In order which indicated 

in legality documents” is also indefinite 

and do not fill the above deficiency, do 

not reflect carrying expertise in itself. 

In this meaning it is expedient to 

fill 9-article of the law with the 

following second part: “The control of 

safety of works in industry, oil-field and 

public-economic sector of state expertise 

of the objects using ionizing radiation 

resources is done by Ministry of health 

saving of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 

State committee of protecting nature of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan. This 

strengthens legal order of carrying state 

expertise of the objects using ionizing 

radiation resources and shows its 

positive influence on providing radiation 

safety.  

There are different opinions to 

define objects of ecological expertise in 

special scientific literatures [10.  224-

228- pages]. For example, we should not 

join to the opinion of scientists 

N.N.Vedenin and V.V.Petrov: we should 

insert human and society, state and its 

organizations into the objects of 

ecological safety [11. 251-257- pages]. 

Human as a physical person, even if he 

is not the citizen of Uzbekistan, he can 

and he should be in relation as the 

subject of relations in ecological and 

other legal connection. In our meaning, 

humans and citizen’s health and life can 

be the object of assessing.  

 Providing radiation safety is the object 

of assessing and analysing in carrying 

state expertise, radiation objects, 

materials and documents based to the 
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safety of being in connection with them 

appear. The object of ecological 

expertise is not juridical and physical 

person who produce law, but different 

materials and documents which based to 

farm and other activities’ ecological 

safety. The objects of state ecological 

expertise are materials which analyse 

complex plots of territories which based 

to giving legal zone of ecological 

disaster or unusual ecological situation 

to them, also, the projects of 

reabilization of these territories [12. 

P.41]. 

Confirming decision of expert 

commission according to the concrete 

object of expertise of providing radiation 

safety is the result of expert relations. If 

the conclusion of expert commisssion is 

positive, the permission (license) for 

doing the activity is given. In this case, 

of course, proposals and conclusions are 

added to the license. Negative decision 

of expert commission about concrete 

object of the state expertise will be base 

for rejection of giving permission 

(license) for planned activity in the field 

of using atomic energy. 

It can be said as conclusion that 

the role of ecological expertise in 

defining and protecting radiation 

influence on human health and natural 

environment is indicated by using 

accepted sectoral laws correctly and in 

the same way; doing orders of expertise 

conforming to the norms and rules; in 

the result, achieving to provide radiation 

safety in branches of economics as one 

of the criterias of ecological safety. 
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